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A B S T R A C T

This study focused on the detection of rare earth oxides, used as tracers for the identification of polymer materials, using XRF (X-ray fluorescence) spectrometry. The tests were carried out in a test system device which allows the collection of static measurements of the samples’ spectrum through the use of energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence technology.

A sorting process based on tracers added into the polymer matrix is proposed in order to increase sorting selectivity of polypropylene during end-of-life recycling. Tracers consist of systems formed by one or by several substances dispersed into a material, to add a selective property to it, with the aim of improving the efficiency of sorting and high speed identification.

Several samples containing rare earth oxides (Y2O3, CeO2, Nd2O3, Gd2O3, Dy2O3, Er2O3 and Yb2O3) in different concentrations were prepared in order to analyse some of the parameters which can influence the detection, such as the concentration of tracers, the acquisition time and the possible overlapping among the tracers. This work shows that by using the XRF test system device, it was possible to detect 5 of the 7 tracers tested for 1 min exposure time and at a concentration level of 1000 ppm. These two parameters will play an important role in the development of an industrial device, which indicates the necessity of further works that needs to be conducted in order to reduce them.

1. Introduction

Thanks to their technical and economical performances, plastics cover today a large and varied range of uses (packaging, building, automobile, electrical and electronic equipments, etc.). Once they have completed their task, the objects become wastes and so it is necessary to manage their future.

In order to reduce the growing volume of plastic waste, the management of their treatment has become a high priority on the political, economical and environmental agenda of all industrialized nations.

To complete the European Commission directives, dealing with the management of the end-of-life post-consumer products (European Parliament, 2000, 2003), concerned manufacturers are encouraged to develop solutions which reduce the impact of their end-of-life products, and to have a real policy of raw resource management based on a relevant recycling plan. Furthermore, the European legislations and directives (Zoboli, 1998) require producers to use a fraction of their recycled material in their final product.

Currently, the energetic recovery of plastic wastes is achieved through easy options such as incineration, which is often neither economically profitable nor respectful to the environment (Olofsson, Sundberg, Sahlin, 2005; Patel et al., 1998). However, it is generally difficult to recycle these materials because of their contamination with other plastic materials that are incompatible with each other. Therefore, it is necessary to improve technologies such as the sorting of polymer materials so as to make their recycling profitable. For an economically efficient recycling of polymer materials, waste plastics need to be sorted cheaply and automatically into individual types and grades (Froelich et al., 2007).

Techniques based on optical spectroscopy, such as infrared reflection/absorption (Alam, Stanton, Hebner, 1994; Florestan et al., 1994; Moore, 1999) have reached their limits. This technique is not applicable to dark plastics of automotive parts; it cannot identify different grades of the same polymers and cannot be used if the surface of the plastic wastes is wet.
The technique of high resolution imaging using X-rays is limited to the separation of PVC from PET (Kenny and Bruner, 1994) and the elimination of PVC and brominated aromatic compounds contained in electronic waste and substituted combustibles. In the automobile recycling industry this technique is limited to the identification of heavy metals contained in aluminium.

All the above methods do not use a tracer in order to facilitate detection and sorting. In early 1992, Ahmad (1992) developed a new concept of identification of plastics by incorporating a fluorescent tracer into the polymers and giving them fluorescence signatures in Ultra Violet spectroscopy. Recently, he also described a new technology for automatic sorting of plastics, based upon optical identification of fluorescence signatures of dyes, incorporated into such materials in trace concentrations (Ahmad, 2004). The conclusion of this research was that the speed and purity of sorting was limited by the mechanical singulation inadequacy in the conveyor system at high speeds.

The use of tracers is also found in the companies specializing in magnetic sorting. For example, Eriez has filed a patent (Mankosa and Luttrell, 2005) on a magnetic sorting process of polymers in which a magnetic substance is incorporated. The advantage of the magnetic detection is the lack of sensitivity regarding the additives contained in the polymers. However, the magnetic tracer system required amounts of tracers which are of the order of the percent and these quantities could engender homogenisation problems and affect the mechanical properties of the polymer.

The challenge of overcoming the inefficiency of existing sorting technologies associated with the identification of black plastics has led to the development of new methods of identification of polymeric materials.

The principal objectives of this work are to prove the detection of tracers (rare earth oxides) added to polypropylene through the use of X-ray fluorescence spectrometry and to evaluate some of the parameters which can influence the detection, such as the concentration of tracers, the time of detection and the possible overlapping interferences among the tracers. Dispersion of such selected tracers in thermoplastic polymers, during the compounding process, will, therefore, allow automatic sorting and increase sorting selectivity of the plastic wastes during end-of-life recycling.

2. The identification of tracers

It turns out that the effectiveness of sorting and in particular the speed of identification of plastic wastes can be improved by the use of a tracer system giving a unique signature to each type and grade of polymer. In the detection system presented below, the excitation of the tracers will be achieved through the use of an X-ray source and detection by X-ray fluorescence spectrometry.

This work of identification technology was firstly proposed by Ahmad (Ahmad, 2000; Simmons et al., 1998), who used fluorescent tracers emitting in ultraviolet spectrometry.

The identification system is based on the incorporation of very small quantities of one or more substances emitting in X-ray fluorescence – a “tracer” – into the plastics requiring identification. The concentration of the tracers must be in the range of 100–1000 ppm, in order not to influence the properties of the polymer matrix.

Due to the great diversity of the nature of plastics, including the types of polymers, as well as the grades, the additives and colourants, it is not practical to have a tracer for each potential variant. To overcome this, tracers can be used in a matrix, such that each combination corresponds to a type, grade or additive (Fig. 1). For example, theoretically, by using only 4 tracers, it is possible to identify 15 (2^4 – 1) variations of different plastics.

The identification is carried out by exciting the plastics using an X-rays source. This radiation is absorbed by the tracers, who are excited to higher atomic energy levels. Each tracer emits a unique radiation in X-ray fluorescence, which depends on the atomic number of the element. The detection system, coupled with a data processing system, detects the emitted radiation and identifies the signature of the tracer, and thus the nature of the polymer matrix.

3. Experimental part

3.1. Materials

ISPLEN PP 050 G1E is a medium melt flow rate polypropylene homopolymer particularly formulated and adapted for injection moulding and extrusion applications. It is intended for applications that require good impact resistance balanced with high stiffness. The original pellets have a melt mass-flow rate of 5.8 g/10 min (2.16 kg at 230 °C) and a density of 0.905 g/cm³.

The rare earth oxides used as tracers are given in Table 1. The rare earth oxides were chosen as tracers because they satisfy the required specifications (Hedrick, 1988; Maestro and Huguenin, 1995; Morteani, 1991). They are compatible, not abrasive and stable in the environment of evolution. They are also non toxic (Lauwerys et al., 2007; Peltier, 1986) during their application and use.

---

**Fig. 1.** Principle of optical identification by binary code generated from X-ray fluorescent tracers.
Characteristics of the traced polypropylene samples.

### Table 2
 Characteristics of the traced polypropylene samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Tracer</th>
<th>Mass (ppm) composition</th>
<th>Melting point (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>PP-reference</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>166.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP/Nd&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;O&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt; 1000</td>
<td>Nd&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;O&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>167.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP/Gd&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;O&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt; 1000</td>
<td>Gd&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;O&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>166.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP/all_250</td>
<td>Y&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;O&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;, CeO&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;, Nd&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;O&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>166.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP/all_1000</td>
<td>Gd&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;O&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;, Dy&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;O&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP/all_1450</td>
<td>Er&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;O&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;, Yb&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;O&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>165.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Median lethal dose (LD<sub>50</sub>) of a toxic substance is the dose required to kill half the members of a tested population.

Regarding the detection method, they have a high atomic number, facilitating their detection in X-ray fluorescence.

### 3.2. Dispersion of tracers

All composites were prepared under identical mixing and moulding conditions. Several samples of polypropylene containing the rare earth oxides in different concentrations were prepared for analysis (Table 2), using a twin screw extruder CLEXTRAL BC21 machine with a screw of L/D = 90 and D = 25 mm. The extrusion temperature and screw speed were 205 °C and 120 rpm respectively. The screw and temperature profiles used in this study are supplied in Fig. 2.

The pellets obtained from extrusion were then injected in a Battenfeld Unilog B2/350 Plus injection moulding machine. A general purpose screw was used in the barrel, which was kept at 220 °C. Specimens of 6 cm of diameter and 2 mm of thickness were fabricated, for the X-ray fluorescence analysis.

### 3.3. X-ray fluorescence device

The X-ray fluorescence device, developed by NRT, is a test system which allows taking static measurements of the samples spectrum. A schematic of a typical EDXRF (energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence) spectrometer is shown in Fig. 3. The X-ray radiation from the X-ray source passes through a hole onto the sample and then travels to the detector.

The signal from the detector is then processed electronically and sent to the computer, which also controls the X-ray source. The XRF spectra can then be analyzed and used for the separation of the samples containing the tracers.

This EDXRF technique (Havrilla, 1997) is a two-step process that begins with the removal of an inner shell electron of an atom. The resulting vacancy is filled by an outer shell electron. The second step is the transition from the outer shell electron orbital to an inner shell electron orbital. The transition is accompanied by the emission of X-ray photon. The fluorescent photon is characteristic of the element and is equal to the difference in energy between the two electron energy levels. Because the energy difference is always the same for given energy levels, the element can be identified by measuring the energy of the emitted photon. In turn, the intensity of the emitted photons determines the concentration of the element. Therefore the measure of the photon energy provides the identification of the element and the intensity of the photon emission provides a measure of the amount of the element.

The emission process is similar to other fluorescent measurement techniques, but it is restricted to the X-ray region of the electromagnetic spectrum that ranges from 4 to over 800 keV. The photon energies detected are designated as K, L, or M X-rays, depending on the energy level being filled. For example, Nd<sub>K</sub><sub>II</sub> represents, for the neodymium element, the transition corresponding to the passage of M to K level and 1, the relative intensity of the transition in the series (1, more intense than 2). There are as many possible X-ray lines as there are inner shell electrons. However, the most analytically useful and most intense X-ray lines are the K shell electrons. Although the multitude of emitted X-ray lines could result in complex spectra, the relative low intensities of the lines below the L level allow obtaining a clear spectrum with minimal interference.

The volume of the analyzed sample was 1 mm<sup>3</sup>. The distance between the sample and the source was 10 cm and the angle between the sample and the source was 90 °C.
The detection time varied from 1 to 4 min and the detector could make 2000 counts per second. The X-ray source used was a tungsten tube.

4. Results and discussions

4.1. Detection of tracers and concentration effect

The first objective of these tests was to prove the detection of the 7 tracers in the polypropylene matrix. Table 3 shows the expected energy of the element composing the tracers. The detection of tracers is separated in two domains. The first one, between 7–20 keV (L\(_{\alpha 1}\), L\(_{\beta 1}\) of ytterbium and K\(_{\alpha 1}\), K\(_{\beta 1}\) of yttrium) and the second between 34–60 keV (K\(_{\alpha 1}\), K\(_{\beta 1}\) of cerium to ytterbium).

The first samples tested, contained all the tracers (Y\(_2\)O\(_3\), CeO\(_2\), Nd\(_2\)O\(_3\), Gd\(_2\)O\(_3\), Dy\(_2\)O\(_3\), Er\(_2\)O\(_3\) and Yb\(_2\)O\(_3\)) in three different concentrations (PP/all_250, PP/all_1000 and PP/all_1450). The exposure time for the four samples was 1 min. The obtained spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.

As shown in the spectrum, five of the tracers (Y\(_2\)O\(_3\), CeO\(_2\), Nd\(_2\)O\(_3\), Gd\(_2\)O\(_3\) and Dy\(_2\)O\(_3\)), at concentration levels of 1000 and 1450 ppm, are clearly visible and distinguishable from the “background” sample of 0 ppm by their K\(_{\alpha 1}\) energy line.

For the same five tracers at 250 ppm, the fluorescent peak is not sufficiently different from the background in order to make a positive identification.

Concerning the detection of Er\(_2\)O\(_3\) and Yb\(_2\)O\(_3\), their K\(_{\alpha 1}\) energy lines (49.12 and 52.38 keV respectively) are emitted in the same range of energy [49–53 keV] as the tungsten source (WK\(_{\alpha 1}\): 59.31 keV), rescheduled of about 8–9 keV. By using another source, gold for example, this problem can probably be avoided.

Regarding the detection of the L\(_{\alpha 1}\) and L\(_{\beta 1}\) energy lines of CeO\(_2\), Nd\(_2\)O\(_3\), Gd\(_2\)O\(_3\), Dy\(_2\)O\(_3\), Er\(_2\)O\(_3\) and Yb\(_2\)O\(_3\), a large fluorescent peak appears in the range [5–9 keV] corresponding to these energies. Consequently it is difficult to distinguish the L\(_{\alpha 1}\) and L\(_{\beta 1}\) energy lines of these elements.

Moreover, the detection of the L\(_{\alpha 1}\) and L\(_{\beta 1}\) energy lines present three additional difficulties:

- They have significantly less fluorescent yield than the K energy lines.
- They are much closer in energy to other elements which might be present (example cerium versus titanium) and thus require a combination of longer exposure times and more sensitive detectors.
- The lower energy of L X-rays are more easily absorbed by air, plastic dust coverings, thin metal foils, that are present in the construction of an “industrial” sorting environment.

4.2. The overlapping and mass absorption effect

The second objective of these tests was to assess the probable overlapping and mass absorption of energy lines of different tracers. Four different spectra corresponding to polypropylene with all the tracers, with gadolinium oxide and with neodymium oxide at 1000 ppm and the polypropylene reference are presented in Fig. 5. The exposure time was 1 min.

The samples of neodymium oxide and gadolinium oxide were chosen for the reason that the K\(_{\beta 1}\) energy line of neodymium (42.27 keV) is close to the K\(_{\alpha 1}\) energy line of gadolinium (42.99 keV) and this small energy difference could lead to overlapping interferences.

In the range [41.5–43.5 keV] a large fluorescent peak is observed. By taking in consideration that the K\(_{\beta 1}\) energy line of neodymium is 42.27 keV and the K\(_{\alpha 1}\) energy line of gadolinium is 42.99 keV, it is difficult to distinguish which element is contained in the polymer matrix. The overlapping is caused by the small en-

![Fig. 4. Comparison of XRF spectra of PP/reference, PP/all_250, PP/all_1000 and PP/all_1450 in order to prove the detection of tracers and their effect on the concentration.](image-url)
nergy difference between $K_{\alpha 1}$ energy line of neodymium and the $K_{\beta 1}$ line of gadolinium.

This is a problem associated with the detector and which can be resolved by either of the following two options. The first one is to use a detector which has a better resolution than that used for these trials. The other solution may be the simultaneous detection of $K_{\alpha 1}$ and $K_{\beta 1}$ energy lines of gadolinium in order to identify it.

Regarding the mass absorption effect, in the energy range [36.5–38 keV], corresponding to the $K_{\alpha 1}$ energy line of neodymium, the surface of the fluorescent peak is larger in the case of neodymium oxide at 1000 ppm alone than the peak of polypropylene containing all the tracers. This means that the presence of several rare earth oxides at the same time could influence their intensity. This factor should be studied in more details in order to have a better understanding and take it in consideration for the detection, if necessary.

4.3. The effect of the acquisition time

During these tests, the effect of the acquisition time in the detection of tracers was also studied. The fluorescent emissions of a sample with 250 ppm of all tracers exposed for 1 and 4 min were compared to 1000 ppm sample exposed for 1 min (Fig. 6).

The main aim was to look at the difference between a sample exposed for 1 min and 1 for 4 min, in order to study the effect of the acquisition time. Secondly, we wanted to observe if there is a linear evolution between the detection time and the concentration of the tracer. For that reason, the graph containing the sample of all the tracers at 250 ppm exposed for 4 min is compared to the sample of all tracers at 1000 ppm exposed for 1 min.

By comparing the graphs of the samples containing all the tracers at 250 ppm at 1 and 4 min exposure time, it appears that for the sample exposed for 4 min, five of the tracers (Y$_2$O$_3$, CeO$_2$, Nd$_2$O$_3$, Gd$_2$O$_3$ and Dy$_2$O$_3$) are clearly visible and distinguishable from the “background” sample of 0 ppm by their $K_{\alpha 1}$ energy line compared to the sample exposed for 1 min, in which only three tracers (Y$_2$O$_3$, CeO$_2$ and Nd$_2$O$_3$) are distinguishable.

For the samples containing all the tracers at 250 ppm for 4 min and at 1000 ppm for 1 min, in both case five of the tracers (Y$_2$O$_3$, CeO$_2$, Nd$_2$O$_3$, Gd$_2$O$_3$ and Dy$_2$O$_3$) are clearly visible and distinguishable from the background by their $K_{\alpha 1}$ energy line. The difference between them is that in the case of the sample containing all the tracers at 1000 ppm for 1 min, the surface of the fluorescent peak

Fig. 5. Comparison of XRF spectra of PP/reference, PP/Nd$_2$O$_3$-1000, PP/Gd$_2$O$_3$-1000 and PP/all-1000 so as to assess the probable overlapping and mass absorption of energy lines between different tracers.

Fig. 6. Comparison of XRF spectra of PP/reference exposed for 1 min, PP/all_250 exposed for 1 min, PP/all_1000 exposed for 1 min and PP/all_250 exposed for 4 min, with the aim of studying the effect of the acquisition time.
is superior to the one of the sample of all the tracers at 250 ppm for 4 min. The advantage of this last one is that the $K_{\alpha 1}$ energy line of neodymium and the $K_{\alpha 1}$ of gadolinium are more easily distinguished between them compared to the sample containing all the tracers at 1000 ppm for 1 min exposition time.

The conclusion reached from these tests is that by increasing the acquisition time, the fluorescent peak is more distinguishable from the background and therefore the level of accuracy in identification is increased.

5. Conclusion and further research

The majority of post-consumer plastic wastes is sent to landfill sites for disposal. The automotive and electrical industries are currently the worst performers, concerning the recycling of plastics, partly due to the complexity of the waste material that these sectors produce. The existing automatic sorting techniques are not applicable to dark plastics and can not provide sorted plastics into individual types and grades.

The originality of this work is to propose an X-ray fluorescence detection system based on the use of tracers, for the identification of plastics. The use of a tracer system offers many benefits in the sorting of plastics. The tracer system can provide specific/positive identification versatility and increase the efficiency of sorting and purity of the sorted fractions. It can also provide high speed identification of plastic material and solve the problem of identifying dark plastics.

This work shows that by using the XRF test system device, it was possible to detect 5 of the 7 tracers tested at the concentration level of 1000 ppm. The two parameters, concentration level and acquisition time, will play an important role in the development of an industrial device. Some improvements have to be made in order to reduce the acquisition time and the concentration level of the tracers. For this reason further work is under progress with the objective of developing a pilot plant devoted to the optimization of these two parameters.
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